®

SNAP™ Quick Connect Cutting Rod
System
New from Broco , the forced entry torch leader
®

SNAP™ Quick Connect Cutting Rod System– Fits all Broco® torches,
For 3/8” and 1/2” diameter cutting rods.
Advantages for our quick connect setup are speed, positive
engagement (a quick click and
the rod is locked into place),
no oxygen leaks, and easy removal (no more pulling a hot
rod stub from the collet).
Another benefit for all our
maritime users is the quick
connect tips are aluminum so
won’t corrode/rust. When put
on the rods at the time they go
on the boat, the rest of the rod
may rust from exposure while
the tips stay clean and functional. (We’ve talked to customers who have had to clean
rod ends so they fit the collets.
That should become a thing of
the past.

 Cutting rods press in to
‘SNAP™’ fittings by hand
 Push ‘SNAP™’ rods into the
coupler to attach

 Twist coupler collar to remove
 Fastest way to change cutting rods
 Eliminates oxygen leaks

And specific to the Broco quick
release, the coupler is fairly
large making it easy to grip
and twist while wearing
gloves. And because it is twistlock (twisting in the same direction as tightening so the
collet nut doesn’t accidently
loosen) it doesn’t have the roller balls under the collar so
won’t get messed up by dirt or
corrosion as easily.

 Positive engagement
 Rod fittings are reusable

PC/SNAPNUT torch nut
with quick connect coupler
PC/SNAPFIT38-25 cutting rod end fittings to fit
3/8” diameter cutting
rods. (Bag of 25 pieces.)
PC/SNAPFIT12-25 cutting rod end fittings to fit
1/2” diameter cutting
rods. (Bag of 25 pieces.)

A quick twist ejects the old rod stub.
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